– One long interview –
The reader is sitting in a chair
and listening to Man’s life story.
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About the life of one man
and about everyone’s life.
Editor

Carla Drift

Man Leben

The progress of this Odyssey can be followed on the weblog of the author
Jan van Origo: www.janvanorigo.com

One Life - A Biography

Carla is one of the main characters in the Odyssey to “Who are you”.

Man Leben - One Life - A Biography

Carla Drift is my writer’s name. During her youth Carla lived in the middle of
South Limburg (NL). Carla studied at the Delft University of Technology. She
moved to Amsterdam after her Bachelor Technical Physics. She graduated
with honour a study Humanities at the University of Amsterdam. After her
study she carried out field research in many places in the world. The last 20
years of her life she was especially occupied with investigations into crimes
against humanity. The investigations have resulted in a large number of influential publications.
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"Who are you" is about you and me and everything
around us. Are you and I connected or are we
separated? How are we connected? What makes
you to the person who you are and who is involved
in your creation? Who are you before your birth
and who will you be after your death? Do you exist
without an universe? What relationship do you
have with the universe? How are you aware of
yourself? And how are others aware of you?
This search will be a way home. Our journey leads
from the beginning of time until now. At the end,
we will look back. We will see that everything is
finished in one sigh.
Man Leben, Carla Drift and Narrator started the
Odyssey to “Who are you”. This biography gives a
description of the life of Man Leben to date.

